30th Annual Scientific Meeting
April 3, 2009
From Research to Practice in Occupational Health and Safety

9:00    Registration

9:30    Welcome
Jacqueline Moline, MD, MSc, Mount Sinai School of Medicine
NYNJERC Director

Asbestos Past and Future
9:45    Historical aspects of asbestos and its relation to health
Stephen M. Levin, MD, Mount Sinai School of Medicine

10:15   Technologies to help future diagnosis and treatment
David Zhang, MD, Mount Sinai School of Medicine

10:45   Break

Lead Past and Future
11:00   Historical aspects of lead
Jack Caravanos, DrPH, CIH, CSP, Hunter College

11:30   Future assessment of lead exposure
Andrew C. Todd, PhD, Mount Sinai School of Medicine

12:00   Lunch

Future Directions
1:30    Future challenges in OSH
Christine Branche, PhD, NIOSH

2:15    Labors’ perspective: Hope for the future
Eric Frumin, MA, UNITE-Here/CTW

3:00    ERC Annual Scientific Meeting Highlights

3:15    ERC Highlights

4:00    Collect Evaluations/Reception